
Getting startedCase study
First World War Memorials Programme

The search begins
Sensing an opportunity for important work to be done on  
the First World War Memorials Programme, volunteers across 
Merseyside joined forces to combine their efforts. A small group 
of volunteers set about recruiting members. The search led to a 
diverse group of engaged volunteers from several organisations, 
agreeing to dedicate their time to the advancement of the project.

The search continues
Developing the action group was simply the first step in a  
longer-term plan to engage the wider community. The group 
searched for ways to inspire people to get involved. Deciding to 
lead by example, they set about inspiring local people by getting 
out and getting active. They wanted Merseyside to be the first 
county to record the condition of all its war memorials.

The action begins
Once the group had decided upon their actions, its hard work 
really began. Rallying the troops in their individual areas, they 
decided, was going to take time and commitment. Rolling up  
their sleeves, they took to the streets; completing surveys of 
local war memorials enabling them to give accurate and valuable 
advice to potential volunteers. A local memorial map, provided by 
Imperial War Museums, made the process of locating memorials 
much easier. 

Lights, camera, action
The group regularly organise opportunities to raise awareness of 
the project, from photo calls urging action from their City Council 
to press releases about upcoming events in all varieties of local 
newspaper and local radio coverage. The group consistently 
works to maintain volunteer efforts. Building its own relationship 
with the media with the support of the team at Civic Voice has 
meant that the group is able to self-manage.

In order to motivate  
large groups in a big  
city to commemorate  
the centenary, volunteers  
from across Merseyside 
offered their time to 
support local involvement 
in the First World War 
Memorials Programme 
and inspire community 
groups to take part 
in recording and 
researching their  
local war memorials
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TOP TIPS
 Organising fortnightly 

meetings for the group 
to meet up and discuss 
what activity has taken 
place really helps keep 
the work on track

 For large areas,  
giving each group 
member a smaller  
area to concentrate  
on makes it easier to 
monitor progress

 Encourage others  
to join the group to help 
share the workload.  
The more the merrier!

 

 @civic_voice

Anyone can start an action group
Here are four simple suggestions for starting your own local 
action group.   

1. Get your friends involved  
As an action group hero; your greatest superpower will be ‘word 
of mouth’. Once you’ve decided to get involved, tell your friends 
and family… Then tell as many strangers as you can, in as many 
places as possible. Spread your message far and wide and build 
a group of whoever and however many people you want.  

2. Get online 
Use the infinite power of social media for good. It is not only the 
quickest and easiest way of contacting new recruits; it is also the 
best way of researching potential recruits too. You may only be 
a few clicks away from a perfect professor or a hidden historian 
who could really help your group. 

3. Do your research
You don’t know what hidden treasures your group may be missing 
or which ones it holds until you’ve done your research. Decide 
early what you want your group to achieve and find local people 
who can help this happen.

4. Keep a journey journal
Knowing what you did and how you did it could be really useful. 
Whether you are handing the project over to a future team leader, 
preparing a case study to inspire new volunteers or even if an 
unplanned day off is sprung upon you. A journal of how to best 
achieve results, to use as a reference, will always be more of  
a help than a hindrance. 

Now it’s your turn
For further information or to get involved in the First World War 
Memorial Programme please contact Civic Voice:
info@civicvoice.org.uk • 0151 707 4319A partnership between Civic Voice, 

Historic England, Imperial War Museums 
and War Memorials Trust has been set  
up to help communities discover, care  
for and conserve their local First World 
War memorials. According to research  
by War Memorials Trust, up to 10,000  
war memorials in poor or very bad 
condition. As the nation commemorates 
the First World War, we want to change 
this. Our aim is to ensure as many war 
memorials as possible are in good 
condition by the end of 2018. 
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